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Abstract. In the paper, the authors first introduce a concept “r-mean convex function on coordin-
ates” and then establish several integral inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamard type for r-convex
functions and r-mean convex functions on coordinates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The following definition is well known in the literature.
Definition 1. A function h W I  R! R is called to be convex if the inequality
h.xC .1 /y/ h.x/C .1 /h.y/
holds for all x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1. If the above inequality is reversed, then we call
f a concave function.










h.t/d t  h.a/Ch.b/
2
: (1.1)
This inequality is called Hermite-Hardamard’s integral inequality in the literature.
Hermite–Hadamard’s integral inequality (1.1) has been refined, generalized, and
applied by a number of mathematicians. For more information, please refer to [7,12,
25], for example.









; r ¤ 0
q1h.x/Cq2h.y/; r D 0
for all x;y 2 D and q1;q2  0 with q1Cq2 D 1.
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Œh.x/rC .1 /Œh.y/r	1=r ; r ¤ 0
Œh.x/Œh.y/1 ; r D 0 (1.2)
holds for all x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1. If the inequality (1.2) is reversed, then we call h
an r-concave function.









 Œh.x/Œh.y/1 ; r D 0
hold for x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1. If the above inequality is reversed, then we call h an
r-mean concave function.





 (˚Œh.x/rC .1 /Œh.y/r	1=r ; r ¤ 0
Œh.x/Œh.y/1 ; r D 0
holds for x;y 2 I and  2 Œ0;1.
For properties and inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamard type relating to r-convex
functions, r-mean convex functions, and geometrically r-convex functions, please
read the papers [8, 11, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 27, 29, 30] and closely related references.
Definition 6 ([5, 7]). A function h W D Œa;b Œc;d   R2! R is called to be
convex on coordinates on  with a < b and c < d if the partial functions
hy W Œa;b! R; hy.u/D h.u;y/ and hx W Œc;d ! R; hx.v/D h.x;v/
are convex for all x 2 Œa;b and y 2 Œc;d .
Definition 7 ([5, 7]). A function h W D Œa;b Œc;d   R2! R is called to be
convex on coordinates on  with a < b and c < d if the inequality
h.txC .1  t /´;yC .1 /w/
 th.x;y/C t .1 /h.x;w/C .1  t /h.´;y/C .1  t /.1 /h.´;w/
holds for all t; 2 Œ0;1 and .x;y/; .´;w/ 2.
Definition 8 ([1]). A function h W  D Œa;b Œc;d   R2 ! RC is called co-
ordinated logarithmically convex on  with a < b and c < d for all t; 2 Œ0;1 and
.x;y/; .´;w/ 2 if
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h.txC .1  t /´;yC .1 /w/
 Œh.x;y/tŒh.x;w/t.1 /Œh.´;y/.1 t/Œh.´;w/.1 t/.1 /:
Definition 9 ([13]). For r 2 R, a function h W  D Œa;b Œc;d   R2 ! RC is
called coordinated r-convex on  with a < b and c < d for all t; 2 Œ0;1 and
.x;y/; .´;w/ 2 if





tŒh.x;y/rC t .1 /Œh.x;w/rC .1  t /Œh.´;y/r
C.1  t /.1 /Œh.´;w/r	1=r ; r ¤ 0I
Œh.x;y/tŒh.x;w/t.1 /Œh.´;y/.1 t/Œh.´;w/.1 t/.1 /; r D 0:
Remark 1. Obviously, if putting r D 0 in Definition 9, then h is just the ordinary
coordinated logarithmically convex function on .






















E.u;vI0;0/Dpuv ; u¤ vI
E.u;uIr;s/D u; uD v:
The quantities L.u;v/ D E.u;vI0;1/ and Lr.u;v/ D E.u;vIr;r C 1/ are respect-
ively called the logarithmic mean and generalized logarithmic mean of two real pos-
itive numbers u;v. For more information on Stolarsky’s mean, please refer to the
papers [9, 10, 15, 16, 19, 20] and closely related references therein.
Theorem 1 ([8, Theorem 2.1]). Suppose that h W Œa;b  R! RC is a logarith-





h.t/d t  L.h.a/;h.b//;
where L.x;y/ is the logarithmic mean.
Theorem 2 ([8, Theorem 3.1]). Suppose that h W Œa;b R! RC is an r-convex
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where Lr.x;y/ is the generalized logarithmic mean.
Theorem 3 ([5, 7]). Let h W D Œa;b Œc;d   R2 be convex on coordinates on

























































Theorem 4 ([1, Theorem 3.3]). Suppose that h W D Œa;b Œc;d   R2! RC
is logarithmically convex on coordinates  for a < b and c < d . Let
AD h.a;c/h.b;d/
h.b;c/h.a;d/
; B D h.a;d/
h.b;d/























lnC ; AD 1I
H.C/; B D 1I
H.B/; C D 1I
C 1
lnC ; AD B D 1I
B 1
lnB ; AD C D 1I
Cln.  lnA/CEi.1;  lnA/
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is the exponential integral function, and  is the Euler constant.
In very recent years, some other kinds of inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamard
type were created in, for example, [1,4,6,13,23,26,28,30] and closely related refer-
ences therein.
In this paper, by combining the definition of convex functions with the definition
of coordinated convex functions, we introduce the concept “r-mean convex function
on coordinates” and establish integral inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamard type for
r-mean convex functions on coordinates.
2. A DEFINITION AND A LEMMA
In this section, we define a concept “r-mean convex function on coordinates”
and prepare a lemma necessary for establishing new inequalities of the Hermite–
Hadamard type for r-mean convex function on coordinates.
Definition 10. For r 2 R, a function h WD Œa;b Œc;d   R2C! RC is called
a coordinated r-mean convex on  with a < b and c < d if
h
 
ŒtxrC .1  t /´r 1=r ; ŒyrC .1 /wr 1=r ˚tŒh.x;y/r
C t .1 /Œh.x;w/rC .1  t /Œh.´;y/rC .1  t /.1 /Œh.´;w/r	1=r





for r D 0, where t; 2 Œ0;1 and .x;y/; .´;w/ 2.
Remark 2. In Definition 10, if r D 0, then we call h a coordinated geometrically
convex function on ; if r D 1, then we call f a coordinated harmonically convex
function on .
In order to prove our main theorems, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let r;R;T;S 2 R and r ¤ 0 such that RC T CS > 0, RCS > 0,







RtCT CS1=r dd t























.rC1/.RCT / ; .rC1/.RCT /¤ 0; RT D 0I
.RCT CS/ ln.RCT CS/  .RCS/ ln.RCS/
 .T CS/ ln.T CS/CS lnS
RT
; r D 1; RT ¤ 0I
ln.RCTCS/ lnS





; RT ¤ 0I
1
S.RCTCS/ ; r D 12 ; RT D 0I
S1=r ; r ¤ 0; RD T D 0:
Proof. This follows from a straightforward computation. 
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we establish some integral inequalities of the Hermite–Hadamard
type for r-mean convex functions on coordinates.
Theorem 5. Suppose that h W Œa;b RC! RC is an r-mean convex function on



























where Lr.x;y/ is the generalized logarithmic mean.
















h.ŒtarC .1  t /br 1=r/rC h.Œ.1  t /arC tbr 1=r/r	1=r :











ŒtarC .1  t /br 1=rrC h Œ.1  t /arC tbr 1=rr	:
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Similarly, if r < 0, then we obtain the inequality (3.1). Taking xr D tar C .1  t /br
















t Œh.a/rC .1  t /Œh.b/r	1=r d t D Lr h.a/;h.b/:
Theorem 5 is thus proved. 
Theorem 6. Let h W  D Œa;b Œc;d   R2C ! RC and let a < b, r 2 R with
















































; r < 0;
where Lr.x;y/ is the generalized logarithmic mean, Mh./ and F.R;T;S;r/ are
respectively defined as in (1.3) and Lemma 1, and
RD hr.a;c/Chr.a;d/ hr.b;c/ hr.b;d/;
T D hr.a;c/Chr.b;c/ h.a;d/r  hr.b;d/;
S D hr.b;c/Chr.a;d/C2hr.b;d/:

















crC .1 /d rC .1 /crCd r
2
1=r








ŒtarC .1  t /br 1=r ; ŒcrC .1 /d r 1=rr
C h.ŒtarC .1  t /br 1=r ; Œ.1 /crCd r 1=r/r
C h.Œ.1  t /arC tbr 1=r ; ŒcrC .1 /d r 1=r/r
C h.Œ.1  t /arC tbr 1=r ; Œ.1 /crCd r 1=r/r	1=r
























Letting xr D tarC .1  t /br and yr D tcrC .1  t /d r for t; 2 Œ0;1 and using the
coordinated r-mean convexity of h on  lead to
r2













ŒtarC .1  t /br 1=r ;






C.1  t /hr.b;c/C .1  t /.1 /hr.b;d/	1=r d t d:
(3.3)
(1) When r > 0, since 2t  C t for all ; t 2 Œ0;1, by Lemma 1 and the
inequality (3.3), we have
r2





















.tC/hr.a;c/C .tC .1 //hr.a;d/C ..1  t /C/hr.b;c/
C..1  t /C .1 //hr.b;d/	1=r d t dD 1
21=r
F.R;T;S;r/:
(2) When r < 0, for x;y > 0, using the convexity of g./D ŒxC .1 /y1=r
on Œ0;1 and by the inequality (3.3), we obtain
r2




















t Œhr.a;c/C .1 /hr.a;d/1=rC .1  t /Œhr.b;c/
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Theorem 6 is thus proved. 
Theorem 7. Suppose that h W  D Œa;b Œc;d   R2C ! RC is geometrically















where Mh./ is defined as in (1.3).






































h.atb1 t ; cd1 /Ch atb1 t ; c1 d
Ch a1 tbt ; cd1 Ch a1 tbt ; c1 dd t d
D 1








Putting x D atb1 t and y D cd1  for 0  t and   1, utilizing the coordinated
geometric convexity of h, and employing Theorem 4 result in
1


























Theorem 7 is thus proved. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that h WD Œa;b Œc;d  R2C! RC is coordinated geo-


















Theorem 8. Suppose that h W  D Œa;b Œc;d   R2 ! RC is logarithmically
































taC .1  t /bC .1  t /aC tb
2
;












taC .1  t /b;cC .1 /dh taC .1  t /b; .1 /cCd










taC .1  t /b;cC .1 /dCh taC .1  t /b; .1 /cCd








Theorem 8 is thus proved. 




















where Mh./ is defined as in (1.3).
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